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XML data can be naturally modeled as a graph. Existing query languages to XML can only express queries of matching XML document with a tree-structured schema with structural and value constraints without the consideration of graph features. The ability of such query languages cannot satisfy various requirements of querying graph-structured XML data. In this paper, GXQuery is presented as an extension of XQuery, an XML query language recommended by W3C, to express more flexible query on graph-structured XML. GXQuery expressions can match XML document with graph-structured schema with not only structural and value constraints, but also topological constraints.
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1. Introduction

In some applications, XML data can be naturally modeled as graph structure. For an example, Figure 1 shows a graph structure of an XML document in Figure 2. This is a document about the relationship between authors and publications. Such document adapts to graph structure since one paper may have more than one author and one author may have more than one paper.

Query processing on graph-structured XML data brings new challenges. One of them is that current query language can not satisfy all requirements of query description of graph-structured XML documents.

Figure 1. An example of graph structure.

Figure 2. bib.xml.
Current query languages [2] for XML do not support the following features for graph-structured XML document.

- Current query languages for XML are designed for tree-structured XML data and do not support the matching of schema in form of general graph. Even though XPath can express a node with multiple parents by multiple constraints with axis “parent”, it cannot express a graph with cycles.

- Current query languages for XML do not support topological constraints. Topological constraint in the query to a graph means that the required graph must have some topological constraint with a given graph. For example, in Figure 5(d), subgraph $G_A$ in Figure 5(b) and subgraph $G_B$ in Figure 5(b) are overlapping. Topological relationships between two graphs include connect, overlapping, contain and disjoint.

In real applications, these two features for querying graph-structured XML data have their applications. Two applications are shown in following examples.

- Retrieve the person who has published paper in the conference with himself as a PCmember. Performing such query in the graph in Figure 1 is to retrieve person element in a circle “person $\rightarrow$ PCmember $\rightarrow$ conference $\rightarrow$ paper $\rightarrow$ author $\rightarrow$ person”. Note that the last person and first one should be the same element.

- Retrieve the conference which shares at least one paper with same title and authors as a journal. Such query uses a topological relationship “overlapping” as a constraint. Performing such query in the graph in Figure 1 is to find subgraphs containing conference and sharing common parts of author information with some subgraph containing information about journal.

In this paper, in order to describe queries on graph-structured XML data effectively, we extend XQuery [3], a query language for XML recommended by W3C by adding these features of graph representation and topological constraints to XQuery. We define a new data type XGraph as an extension of XPath to express structural constraints as a general graph, which may contain some circles. We also define topological constraints to make XQuery expressions support topological queries. These two new features can be embedded in current XQuery expression seamlessly.

The contributions of this paper includes:

- XPath is extended to be XGraph to support the description of general directed graph. XGraph can express a kind of graphs in a flexible and concise way. The extension reserves original features of XPath. Additionally, XGraph can be embedded in original XPath expression as structural constraint.

- With the support of XGraph, topological constraint is added to XPath and XQuery. With such extension, queries such as “retrieve graphs overlapping with graph B” can be expressed. As far as we know, this is the first paper that considers this problem.

- A labelling-scheme-based processing strategy of GXQuery is presented in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some background knowledge is presented. In Section 3, we give the description of XGraph and topological constraints. Some use cases about extended XQuery are presented in Section 4. We design preliminary implementation of GXQuery in Section 5. In Section 6, we give an overview of work related to this paper. We draw the conclusions in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce graph-structured XML model and some terms used in this paper.

2.1. Data model

XML data is often modeled as a labelled tree: elements and attributes are mapped into nodes of the tree; directed nesting relationships are mapped into edges in the tree. A feature of XML is that there may be an IDREF between two elements representing their reference relationship [11]. With this feature, XML data can be modeled as a labelled digraph: elements and attributes are mapped into nodes of the graph; directed nesting and reference relationships are
mapped into edges in the graph. An XML fragment is shown in Figure 2, which can be modeled as the graph shown in Figure 1. Note that the graph in Figure 1 is not a DAG.

2.2. XPath and XQuery

XPath [5] is a path description language presented by W3C. The unit of XPath is called a step. A step generates a sequence of items and then filters the sequence by zero or more predicates. The result of the step consists of items that satisfy the predicates. Such a step generates a sequence of items and then filters the sequence by zero or more predicates.

The reachability labelling scheme can be presented by W3C. The unit of XPath is called a step. A step generates a sequence of items and then filters the sequence by zero or more predicates. The result of the step consists of items that satisfy the predicates. Such a step generates a sequence of items and then filters the sequence by zero or more predicates.

For example, to retrieve the title of the paper published in a conference “n1”, the XPath expression is \texttt{bib/conference[name = “n1”]/paper/title}. The results of performing this query on XML document in Figure 2 is r1 and r2.

XQuery [3] is a query language recommended by W3C. It uses XPath to express complex path and supports flexible query semantics. XQuery has “For-Let-Where-Return” (FLWR for brief) structure. For example, query

\begin{verbatim}
for$i=$i=document("bib.xml")//
    person[PCmember]
let$j=i/address
where$j=“a2”
return < name >$j/name < /name >
\end{verbatim}

is to retrieve the name of a person with address “a2” who has been a PCmember of some conference. The result of this query is an XML fragment \texttt{"< name >p2 < /name >"}.

2.3. Labelling schemes

The labelling scheme for a graph-structured XML document is to judge the structural relationship between any two nodes in a graph.

In XML document without accessing other information, such that subgraph queries can be processed efficiently. The labelling scheme used in this paper is an extension of that in [9].

The reachability labelling scheme can be generated in the following steps:

- Each strongly connected component in G is contracted to one node to convert G to a DAG D.
- An optimum tree covering \( T \) of the DAG D is found. A depth-first traversal from the root of \( T \) accesses all nodes to generate the post-order of each node. Note that during the traversal, when a node \( n_C \) generated from a strongly connected component \( C \subset G \) is accessed, if the post order of last accessed node is \( pc \), then \( pc + 1, pc + 2, \ldots, pc + |V_c| \) are assigned to \( n_C \) (where \( V_C \) is the number of nodes in \( C \)). Then, each node \( n \in T \) is assigned a number \( id \) and an interval \([x, y]\), where \( id \) and \( y \) are both the post order of \( n \); \( x \) is the smallest post order of descendants of \( n \) in \( T \).
- All the nodes in \( D \) are traversed in the reversed topological order. When a node \( n \) is met, the interval sets of \( n \)'s children in \( D \) are copied to that of \( n \). Then intersected intervals in the interval set of \( n \) are merged.
- For each node in \( C \), its interval set is that of \( n_C \); its \( id \) is one of the \( ids \) of \( n_C \). Note that each node in \( C \) has a different \( id \).

When such steps are finished, each node \( n \) in \( G \) is assigned a number \( n.id \) and a set of intervals \( I_n \). A node \( a \) reaches a node \( b \) (no matter whether \( a \) and \( b \) are in the same strongly connected component) if and only if \( b.id \) belongs to some interval of \( I_a \). With slight modification of attaching the interval \([i, i]\) of each node with id \( i \) to its parent, the adjacent labelling scheme is generated and the judgement condition is the same as that of reachability labelling schemes.

3. Description of GXQuery

In this section, we describe how to extend XQuery to support querying graph flexibly. A basic idea of the enhancement is to describe the query to a graph flexibly. By extending XPath, we present XGraph. Similar to XPath expression describing matching rules of a path, XGraph describes matching rules of a graph.

In this section, at first, we will present the description of XGraph. Then, we describe topological relationships between XGraph objects. At last, we present how to embed XGraph features into an XQuery expression.
3.1. The definition of XGraph

In this subsection, we will present the definition of XGraph. XGraph is an expression language to describe a special class of graph matching some patterns. An example of graph structure of an XML document is shown in Figure 3.

In XGraph, we use XPath as the backbone to describe general graph. Each XGraph expression can be represented as a graph, as is called query graph. There are two kinds of nodes in query graph, nodes as result and nodes as structural constraint. Similar to XPath, we use “[]” to represent “existing” a branch or subgraph in query expression. We use “<>” to represent a schema to be matched and exist in the result of this XGraph expression. If a tag is not in any bracket, it represents structural constraint. In a simple example query with query graph in Figure 4 (a), since a at the top of the figure has more than one child/ancestor in the query, all its children/descendants are in brackets. It is different from XPath. An XPath expression can only represent the query requiring a special kind of nodes, while an XGraph expression can represent the query requiring a special kind of subgraphs. For example, an XPath expression a/b/c will retrieve nodes with tag c and incoming path a/b. An XGraph expression <a/b/c> will retrieve all subgraphs with schema a/b/c. XGraph has the same semantics as XPath when nodes in XML document matching only one node in query should be returned as results. For example, XGraph expression a/b/c has the same meaning as XPath expression a/b/c.

In order to describe circle or node with multiple parents/ancestors, we add variables binding to XGraph expression. “%” is used as the suffix of variable in XGraph expression. The variable in brackets “( )” following a node n is the variable binding to n.

We use an example to illustrate XGraph. The structure of a graph query is shown in Figure 4(a). Solid lines and circles in the query graph represent the nodes and relationships to be matched as result in the graph. Dotted lines and circles represent that the nodes and relationships are constraints. Single line represents parent-child relationship. Double lines represents ancestor-descendant relationship. The expression of the query graph in Figure 4(a) is as follows.

Query 1 \[a(%a)[a/%d] / [b[e = 2]/d(%d)%a] > < / [c/%d] > /

where %a and %d are variables binding to query nodes with tag a and d, respectively. ‘/’ and ‘//’ in Query 1 represent parent-child relationship and ancestor-descendant relationship, respectively. The result of processing Query 1 in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4(b).

Another case is that in the graph, it is required...
that multiple nodes match one node in the query while other nodes in the query only match just one node in the document graph. We use "**" to represent multiple-matching part of the query. For example, a query

**Query 2** \(< a / < c > * >\)

will return result shown in Figure 4(c).

As a comparison, a query

**Query 3** \(< a / c >\)

will return results as is shown in Figure 4(d).

The result of XGraph expression is a graph. Note that in the result, both ancestor-descendent and parent-child relationships between two matching nodes are both represented as parent-child relationship.

XGraph reserves all the features of XPath, such as axis, structural, value and position constraints. For example, query

**Query 4** \(< a(\%a)/c[position() = 2]/d[::ancestor\%a[//e = 5]]\>

represents the query within form of graph in Figure 4(e). The result of Query 4 is shown in Figure 4(f).

XGraph expression can be embedded in an XPath expression as structural constraint. For an example, query

**Query 5** \(a/c/d[a(\%a)/a/f/%a]\)

represents the query graph in Figure 4(g). The result is \(d_1\).

### 3.2. Topological constraints of XGraph

In this subsection, we present the constraints among XGraph objects. Besides traditional constraints of value, structure and position, we present a novel constraint, topological constraint of XGraph object. There are five kinds of topological relationship between two XGraph object. Their semantics, expressions and examples are shown in Table 1. The topological relationships are illustrated by an example. Three subgraphs \(G_A\), \(G_B\) and \(G_C\) are shown in Figure 5(a), Figure 5(b) and Figure 5(c), respec-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>relationship</th>
<th>semantics</th>
<th>expression</th>
<th>example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>connect</td>
<td>two graphs connected with some edge</td>
<td>(G_A) CONNECTED (G_B) WITH (a/b)</td>
<td>Figure 5(e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overlap</td>
<td>two graphs have some common part</td>
<td>(G_A) CONNECTED (G_B) WITH (&lt; a &gt;)</td>
<td>Figure 5(d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contain</td>
<td>one graph contains another graph</td>
<td>(G_C) CONTAIN (G_B)</td>
<td>Figure 5(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be contained</td>
<td>one graph is contained by another graph</td>
<td>(G_B) IN (G_C)</td>
<td>Figure 5(c)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disjoint</td>
<td>there is no path between any nodes of these two graphs</td>
<td>(G_A) DISJOINT (G_B)</td>
<td>Figure 5(f)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Topological relationships.
tively.

The “example” column in Table 1 means if subgraphs are in such relationship, then expression in “expression” column is true.

Topological constraint can be embedded in XGraph expression as a filter. The usage of such expression is the same as position and value constraints in XPath expression. For example, query

Query 6 < a/c/d > [graph()]SEPARATE < //a/e >]

represents subgraphs with schema a/c/d which have no common node with any subgraph with schema //a/e in the same graph. The result of performing this query on the graph in Figure 3 is only node $d_2$. $d_1$ is not the result because that it is connected with a subgraph $a1/e1$ with a common node $a1$.

XPath can express connection relationship between two nodes but not graphs. This is different from the connection relationship in XGraph. In XGraph, the constraint “A CONNECT B WITH a/b” is true if there is a path “a/b” between any node in A and any node in B.

3.3. Embedding XGraph and topological constraints into XQuery

XGraph expressions and topological constraints can be embedded XQuery seamlessly. In this subsection, we will show how to embed XGraph expressions and topological constraints into XQuery expression. We define XQuery extended by these two features of XGraph expression and topological constraint as GXQuery.

An XGraph object can be used in the similar way as an element described by XPath. A variable with suffix “#” is used to represent an XGraph object. Note that XGraph is different from XPath because a variable binding to an XGraph object represents a subgraph while in an XPath expression, a binding variable represents just one node. In order to distinguish the difference of such semantics, we add a keyword “AS” to define the schema to matching. The keyword “IN” is used to describe whose subgraph this XGraph object is. The expression after AS should be an XGraph expression. The expression after in should be an XGraph object or variable. A document is treated as an XGraph object.

When there is only one matching node in an XGraph expression, a variable with suffix “$” can also bind to such expression. The semantics of such binding is the same as that of XPath.

For example, we suppose the XML document corresponding to the graph in Figure 3 is “text.xml”, query

Query 7 FOR#G AS < a < //b > //c/d > IN document(“test.xml”) FOR #SG AS < a//c/d > IN #G RETURN < result > $d < /result >

returns result

When there is only one matching node in an XGraph expression, a variable with suffix “$” can also bind to such expression. The semantics of such binding is the same as that of XPath.

For example, we suppose the XML document corresponding to the graph in Figure 3 is “text.xml”, query

Query 7 FOR#G AS < a < //b > //c/d > IN document(“test.xml”) FOR #SG AS < a//c/d > IN #G RETURN < result > $d < /result >

returns result

Since an XGraph variable represents a graph instead of a node, if it exists in a “return” clause, there is an XGraph variable, the graph should be represented in the form of an XML fragment with “ID” and “IDREF”. The number of id is the same as that in original XML document. Note that it is different from variables binding to XPath expression, the variable binding to an XGraph expression in “return” clause returns only the elements in XML documents matching nodes in “<>” in the XGraph expression with value as the result. If a complex node is required to be represented with all its context in the XML document, it should be bound to an XPath expression instead of an XGraph expression. The reason is that since XGraph should describe the structure of the subgraph explicitly, if the result is required to contain the context of each node in an XGraph object, the expression of this XGraph object must include all the nodes as the context of this XGraph object in the schema and be too complex.

For example, query

Query 8 FOR #G AS < a(%a) < //b/d(%d) > /c/%d/%a > IN document(“text.xml”) RETURN #G

will return the result

<a id="a1"></a>
<b id="b1"></b>
<d id="d1" a="a">5</d>
</a>

Topological constraints can also be embedded in GXQuery expression as constraint in XPath
or XGraph expression or in WHERE clause. For example, query

**Query 9** FOR #G AS a IN document("text.xml")
LET #SG AS b IN document("test.xml")
WHERE #G OVERLAPPING #SG WITH <d>
RETURN #G

returns the result

```xml
<a id="a1">
  <c id="c1">
    <d id="d1">5</d>
  </c>
  <e id="e1">
    </e>
  </a>
</a>
```

4. Use Cases of GXQuery

In this section, we will present some use cases of GXQuery in order to explain GXQuery further.

1. Retrieves the names of persons who have published papers in both conference and journal

   Solution in GXQuery
   ```xml
   for $n as bib[journal/paper/author/person(%p)] /
   conference/paper/author/%p/name in document("bib.xml")
   return $n
   ```

   Expected result:
   ```xml
   <name>p2</name>
   ```

2. Retrive the names of persons who published paper in the conference with himself as one of PCmembers.

   Solution in GXQuery:
   ```xml
   for $i as bib//person(%p)/PCmember/
   conference/paper/author/%p/ name in document("bib.xml")
   return $i
   ```

   Expected result:
   ```xml
   <name>n1</name>
   ```

3. Retrieve the names of conferences which share at least one paper with same title and author in a journal.

   Solution in GXQuery
   ```xml
   for #G as bib//conference/name/
   <paper/title>/author>* in document
   ("bib.xml")
   for #SG as bib//journal/<paper/title>/
   author>* in document ("bib.xml")
   let $i as conference/name in #G
   where #G overlap #SG with <paper<
   title>/author>
   return $i
   ```

   Expected result:
   ```xml
   <name>p2</name>
   ```

4. Retrieve the names of persons who have not published papers in the conference with some paper whose author has name n1.

   Solution in GXQuery
   ```xml
   for #G as bib//<paper/author/person/
   name> in document("bib.xml")
   for #SG as bib//conference/ [paper/author/person[ name="n1"]]/paper /
   author/<persons>* in document("bib.xml")
   let $i as paper/author/person/
   name in #G
   where #G DISJOINT #SG
   return $i
   ```

   Expected result:
   ```xml
   <name>p3</name>
   ```

5. Retrieve persons who have been PCmembers of some conference, the result should contain the name and address of each person and the name of the conference where he has been the PCmember.

   Solution in GXQuery
   ```xml
   for #G as bib// <person/name>
   <address>/PCmember/<conference/
   names>* in document("bib.xml")
   return #G
   ```
Expected result:

```
<person>
  <name>p2</name>
  <address>a1</address>
</person>
```

6. Retrieve the conferences with their names and papers. Each paper has title, names and addresses of the authors.

Solution in GXQuery

```xml
For #G as bib/<conference
  <name>[value()="n1"]>/paper<title>/
  <author><name>/address>*>
return #G
```

Expected result:

```
<conference>
  <name>n1</name>
  <title>t1</title>
  <author>
    <name>p3</name>
    <address>a3</address>
  </author>
</conference>
```

5. Preliminary Techniques for GXQuery Evaluation

In this section, the implementation issues are proposed. At first the framework of the GXQuery evaluation is presented. Then, the operators related to GXQuery are introduced with their implementation.

5.1. The framework of GXQuery evaluation

The basic framework of GXQuery evaluation is to split the query into XGraph expressions. Each XGraph expression is processed separately. Then, the topological constraint is judged. As the last step, the final results are constructed.

For example, Query 9 in Section 3 contains two XGraph expressions. To process Query 9 on the graph shown in Figure 3, as the first step, these two XGraph expressions of `<a</e>/c/d>` and `<b/d>` are processed respectively. The results of the former XGraph expression is \( S_1 = \{(a_1, e_1, c_1, d_1), (a_1, e_1, c_2, d_2), (a_1, e_1, c_1, d_2), (a_1, e_2, c_1, d_1), (a_1, e_2, c_2, d_2), (a_1, e_1, c_1, d_2)\} \). The result of the later XGraph expression is \( (b_1, d_1) \) with the constraint “overlapping with <d>”. The results are \( (a_1, e_1, c_1, d_1) \) and \( (a_1, e_2, c_1, d_1) \). The last step is to construct the graphs with values and tags with the ids for these tuples.

5.2. Implementation of operators

From Section 5.1, two major operators are graph pattern matching for XGraph subquery processing and the topological constraint judgement. They can be processed with the algorithms based on the labelling scheme introduced in Section 2. The algorithms for graph pattern matching and topological constraint judgement are presented in [13] and [12], respectively.

The basic idea of the former one is to split a graph pattern into bipartite graphs and process each pattern by bipartite graphs in a hash-based method.

The latter is to process topological constraint judgement with existing graph pattern matching algorithms. This algorithm is to build a structure to store the labelling schemes of the nodes in the graph of topological constraints and then use such structure to filter the results as the results.

6. Related Work

Existing query languages for XML [2] are only based on tree structure without considering graph features. Even though Lorel [1] considers IDREF, it considered path as basic unit instead of graph. The disadvantage of using path as the basic unit is that circle and topological relationships are difficult to be represented.

There are also several query languages designed for describing recursion relationship [6] and graph matching [7, 10]. They focus on the description of query in the form of labelled graph without complex structural restrictions and topological restrictions. Query languages
related to RDF [8] can be used to represent query in the form of graph. But current query languages do not consider topological restrictions.

Currently, existing work of querying graph-structured XML mainly focus on structural query of subgraph/subtree matching in a [14, 4]. None of them considers the problem of topological query.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, GXQuery, an extension of XQuery is presented to support represent queries in form of general graph and queries with topological constraints. We present XGraph as an extension of XPath language to express graph matching in flexible forms. GXQuery is compatible with XQuery and XGraph expression can be embedded in XPath and XQuery expressions. GXQuery can represent five topological relationships between XGraph objects. As far as we know, this is the first paper that considers topological query on XML data.

In this paper, only the description of GXQuery is presented. Efficient implementation of GXQuery is a challenging work and it is left for further research.
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